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Preface/Disclaimer/Acknowledgments 
This grammar is very tentative. It has been written during the four-week long Discover Your 
Language Course at the PILAT Training Centre at Ukarumpa, EHP. At that course the two 
Buhutu language speakers, Patrick Sadileutu and Gregory Bania, were participants. So the data 
for this grammar was collected and written up very quickly and does not deal with all aspects of
Buhutu grammar. This tentative analysis is based on six natural texts recorded and written by 
Patrick Sadileutu and Gregory Bania, and a selection of elicited sentences.  Some information 
may be incomplete or need to be revised when more work is done.  The Discover Your Language
Course Book was helpful in directing our data collection and discovery process.  There may also 
be errors due to the time pressure in producing this document, and some inconsistencies within 
the analysis. Despite its tentative nature, we hope this grammar will be helpful to speakers of 
the Buhutu language, and to others who want to learn more about the language. Hopefully, it 
provides a foundation for others to build upon in the future. 

Abbreviations and Symbols
1 first person(s), English: I, me, we
2 second person, English: you, Tok Pisin: yu, yupela 
3 third person: English he, she, it
INCL inclusive, including the hearer
EXCL exclusive, excluding the hearer
SG singular
PL pural
POSS possessive
DIST distant
LOC location—used for general postposition 'yai' (to, from, by, in, etc.)
-OM.1SG, -OM.2SG, etc. object marker suffix
1SG, 2SG, 3SG, etc. subject pronouns
1SG-, 2SG-, 3SG-, etc. subject marker
1SG.POSS, 2SG.POSS, 

etc.
possessive pronoun

-1SG.POSS, -2SG.POSS, 
etc.

possessive suffix
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1.  INTRODUCTION
Language name: Buhutu [BXH]
Classification: Austronesian, Oceanic, Western Oceanic, Papuan Tip
Location of Language Group: Alotau--Huhu LLG, Milne Bay, Papua New Guinea
Dialect(s) represented in this description: 

Name(s) of contributor(s): Patrick Sadileutu, Gregory Bania, Lois Hafford

Period during which this information was 
collected: 7 October 2015 to 4 November 2015
Location where most data has been collected: PILAT, Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua New Guinea
Texts used to help produce this description: Malibon Pilipilidaina

Taumoho Hesa ya Anloya
Lei Diyemsi ya Falako
Lugulugu yo Hiko
Wauli Sidoha Hatuhatuina
Ema Lau Ukarumpa
Somo Haba E Ginauli
Ibe Luma ya Ala Haba Somo E Ginauli
Weso yo Bulumakau
Dede Tautau
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Map 1: The Buhutu Language Area.

Map 2: The Buhutu Language Area map in relation to PNG as a whole.
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2.  WRITING SYSTEM AND SOUNDS
The Buhutu alphabet uses 19 letters.

There are 5 vowels: a, e, i, o, u.

The vowels are pronounced like Suau vowels, which are similar to the sounds of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).

There are 14 consonants: b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, w, y, '.
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3.  NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES

3.1.  Pronouns and Possessive Suffixes
Our pronouns and possessive suffixes are shown in the tables in each section below. 

3.1.1.  Pronouns
Pronouns are words like I, you and they in English, which stand in place of other noun phrases. 
We call these “free pronouns” because they are words in their own right, and are not parts of 
other words.
1st person (1) = the speaker, English I, me, we
2nd person (2) = the listener, English you 
3rd person (3) = neither the speaker nor the listener, English he/she/it/him/her/them/they
Singular (SG) = just one person/thing, English I/he/she/it/him/her
Dual (DU) = two people/things, Tok Pisin mitupela/yutupela/tupela
Plural (PL) = more than one, English we/they/them
1st person exclusive (1 EXC) = the speaker and some other people, but not the listener, Tok 

Pisin mipela
1st person  inclusive (1 INC) = the speaker and the listener (and maybe other people too), 

Tok Pisin yumi 

Table 3.1.1.1: Free Pronouns

Pronoun English / Tok Pisin equivalent
SG 1st person yau I

2nd person um you
3rd person in he, she, it

PL 1st person 
inclusive ita we / yumi
1st person 
exclusive ai we / mipela
2nd person umi you / yupela
3rd person iti they 

Example 3.1.1.1: Free Pronouns
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Here are some examples sentences using free pronouns in the Buhutu language:

A) Word Haba E abim um tinagu.
Gloss will 1SG- take-OM.2SG 2SG mother-my
Free: I will take you to be my mother.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.4

3.1.2.  Object Pronouns

Rule: Some languages have different pronouns for the subject and object of a sentence.  In 
English, I is used for the first person singular subject pronoun, and me is the first person singular
object pronoun.  Buhutu has pronouns for subjects but not for objects, although it does have 
object markers that can be attached to verbs (see Section 5.1.2).

3.1.3.  Possessive Pronouns
Table 3.1.3.1: Possessive pronouns

There are two forms of each of the possessive pronouns.  One form begins with the letter 'e-' and
the other begins with the letter 'a-'.  

Number Person Possessive 
pronoun

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

SG 1st person egu (general)
agu (personal?)

'my'

2nd person em
am

'your'

3rd person ena
ana

'his, her ,its'

PL 1st person 
inclusive

eda
ada

'our' / 'bilong yumi'

1st person 
exclusive

ema
ama

'our' / 'bilong mipela'

2nd person emi
ami

'your' / 'bilong yupela'

3rd person edi
adi

'their' 
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Example 3.1.3.1: Possessive pronouns 

A) Word Edi dobidobiyai, oyagi kaiyaha ya fuwa.
Gloss 3PL.POSS courtyard-LOC tree kaiyaha 3SG- bore.fruit
Free: In their courtyard, a kaiyaha tree bore fruit.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.3

B) Word Em kamkam katinona fisa mate em nohoyai.
Gloss 2SG.POSS chicken egg-3SG.POSS few TOP 2SG.POSS basket-LOC
Free: [A] few of your chicken's eggs are in your basket.
G. Bania, 16-10-2015

C) Word Egu salai nanatuna kikiuka luwaga mate ganayai.
Gloss 1SG.POSS pig children.3SG.POSS small.ones two TOP pen.LOC
Free: My pig's two small babies [were] in the pen.
G. Bania, 16-10-2015

'e-' and 'a-' forms of the Possessive Pronouns:

There are two forms of the possessive pronoun—for each pronoun, there is an 'e-' form and an 
'a-' form (see the pronoun chart above).  The nouns that take the 'a-' form seem to be items that, 
although they are alienable, are of a more closely personal nature, like food, drink, clothes and  
occupation.

Examples of some words that take 'a-' form of the possessive pronoun:

Buhutu English Gloss

agu gabu my garden

agu luhuluhu my clothes

agu tihi my tea

agu asai my banana (to eat)

ana paisowa his work

P. Sadileutu, 10-2015
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D) Word Diyon ana kalahe mate digolele yo amo'amo.
Gloss John 3SG.POSS food TOP locusts and honey
Free: John's...food was locusts and honey.
Makelo Bukana 1:6b (Mark 1:6b in Buhutu translation.)

The 'e-' form seems to be used for things that are perhaps more alienable, less closely associated 
with a person and/or more likely to change hands:

Buhutu English gloss

ena kukupidu his bow and arrow

ena kebolo his spear

ena 'wayowa his dog

ena abapaisowa his workplace

em abalaoma your (SG) destination

ena leiyafa his mat

egu salai my pig

An example showing both 'e-' and 'a-' forms of possessive pronouns:

E) Word Em abalaoma yai agu an'an ou'ouli.
Gloss 2SG.POSS destination LOC 1SG.POSS food many
Free: Your destination is my plentiful food.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.7

A note about the use of ana nigo as found in Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.28.  Usually a knife would 
take the e- form of the possessive suffix, ena. However, in this context, the possessive pronoun 
ana is used.  This possessive pronoun is not referring to the man who was sharpening the knife.  
If it meant 'the man's knife', it would be ena nigo.  Instead, the possessive pronoun is referring to 
the purpose of the sharp knife—the man plans to use it on the flying fox, so it is the flying fox's 
personal knife in that sense. Its intended purpose is that it will be used on the flying fox, and 
that is why it is ana nigo.  Another way of thinking about it would be that the possessive is 
telling us that the man is sharpening the knife with the flying fox as the intended recipient.
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F) Word Yofede ya manabala be ana nigo ya husu ee ahena olodi ya ibodi.
Gloss and.so 3SG- angry and.so 3SG.POSS knife 3SG- file until leg-3SG.POSS hair-PL 3SG- cut
Free: 'And so he was angry, and so he filed [the flying fox] its knife until it cut his leg hairs.'
or
'And so he was angry, and so he filed a knife for the flying fox until it cut his leg hairs.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.28.

Summary: Usually the possessive pronoun comes before the noun itself.A possessive suffix is a 
part at the end of a word showing whose it is. These are often used with words for family 
relationships or body parts (such as ear, eye, brother or father), rather than using a separate 
word.

Table 3.1.3.2: Possessive suffixes

Possessive suffix Word with possessive 
suffix

English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

SG 1st person -gu tamagu ‘my father’
2nd person -m tamam ‘your father’
3rd person -na tamana 'his/her/its father'

PL 1st person 
inclusive

-da tamada 'our (inclusive) father'
1st person 
exclusive

-mai tamamai 'our (exclusive) father'
2nd person -miu tamamiu 'your (plural) father'
3rd person -di tamadi 'their father'

In our language, possessive suffixes are used to show possession of inalienable nouns, which
include things like body parts, plant parts, and most family relationships.

Example 3.1.3.3: Possessive Suffixes

matagu ‘my eye’
tinam ‘your mother’
mo'ana ‘his mouth’
matadi ‘their eyes’
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Rule about possessive suffixes:  Possessive suffixes are used for inalienable nouns.

The kinds of words that use possessive suffixes in our language are body parts, family members, 
parts of things (like parts of plants), and postpositional nouns.

Examples of Body Parts:

Buhutu singular word English gloss Buhutu word + suffix English gloss

kulu head kulugu my head

nima hand/arm nimam your (SG) hand/arm

ahe leg ahegu my leg

hisu nose hisugu my nose

mo'a mouth mo'agu my mouth

wasina blood wasinana his blood

Examples of Family Relationships:
Buhutu word Buhutu word + suffix English gloss

tama tamam your (SG) father

tina tinam your (SG) mother

natu natum your (SG) son/daughter

lofu lofum your (SG) brother/sister

waha waham your (SG) grandparent

lahu lahum your (SG) spouse

hida hidam your (SG) brother/friend

nubai nubaim your (SG) cousin

bada em bada your (SG) uncle (does not take
the possessive suffix)
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Parts of other things: The examples below show how parts of plants use the possessive suffix:

A)
Word Hiko ganahewanayai mate mula luguna.

Gloss bilum inside-3SG.POSS-LOC TOP flower leaf-3SG.POSS
Free: [The] flower's leaf [is] inside the bilum.

Lugulugu Yo Hiko, 1.

B) Word I'ipa ou'ouli malibon haba ya lofo be kaiyahana uluna nanaudi ya anidi.
Gloss night every flying fox will 3SG- fly and kaiyaha.tree-3SG.POSS fruit-3SG ripe.ones 3SG- eat

Free: Every night the flying fox would fly and eat its kaiyaha tree's ripe fruit.

Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.4.

C) Word Yofede ya nonoha kuluna ya tolehasaen oyagi lagana yai
Gloss and.so 3SG- ready head-3SG.POSS 3SG- put.up-

OM.3SG
tree branch-3SG.POSS LOC

Free: And so it [the snake] readied it's head, put it up on [a] tree's branch...

Weso Yo Bulumakau, 2.2.

Postpositions: The possessive suffix also attaches to postpositions of location.  These 
postpositions seem to function like inalienable nouns because they can take the possessive 
suffix.  The side or the top or the inside of something can be thought of as a 'part' of it, so it 
makes sense that it is thought of as an inalienable part of whatever is being discussed.

D) Word Hiko hewanayai mate lugulugu ida'idahedi sa ota'ota.
Gloss bilum top-3SG.POSS-LOC TOP leaves green.ones 3SG- staying
Free: [The] green leaves are on top of the bilum (are on the bilum's top).
Lugulugu Yo Hiko, 5.

E) Word luma hewanayai
Gloss house top-3SG.POSS-LOC
Free: on the roof (literally, on the house's top)
DYL Course Notes, p. 84, Ex. 2
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F) Word luma ganahewanayai
Gloss house inside-3SG.POSS-LOC
Free: inside the house
DYL Course Notes, p. 84, Ex. 2

Below is a list of some postpositions that can take the possessive suffix:

Buhutu Postposition Postposition with suffix English gloss

hewa hewa-na-yai top-3SG.POSS-LOC

ganahewa ganahewa-na-yai inside-3SG.POSS-LOC

ubu ubu-na-yai underneath-3SG.POSS-LOC

nuwanuwa nuwanuwa-na-yai front-3SG.POSS-LOC

sadai sadai-na-yai side-3SG.POSS-LOC

muli muli-na-yai backside-3SG.POSS-LOC

For more information about prepositions and postpositions in Buhutu, see Section 4.

3.1.4.  Reflexive Pronouns
Reflexive pronouns are words like myself and himself. They are used when the actor and patient 
refer to the same person.

Table 3.1.4.1: Reflexive pronouns

Number Person Reflexive pronoun English / Tok Pisin 
equivalent

SG 1st person ibogu myself / mi yet
2nd person ibom yourself / yu yet
3rd person ibona himself, herself ,itself

PL 1st person 
inclusive

iboda ourselves / yumi yet
1st person 
exclusive

ibomai ourselves / mipela yet
2nd person ibomiu yourselves / yupela yet
3rd person ibodi themselves / ol yet 
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Example 3.1.4.1: Reflexive pronouns 

A) Word Manatugu ibomai 'e miyamiya.
Gloss with.my.daughter our.selves we staying

Free: My daughter and I are staying by ourselves.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.8.

3.1.5.  Other Pronouns
Example 3.1.5.1: Other pronouns 

3.1.6.  Translation Issues for Pronouns

Rule about translating pronouns: 

3.2.  Nouns

3.2.1.  Singular and Plural Nouns

Table 3.2.1.1: Markers used to show singular/plural on nouns

Marker
“Job” of 
the marker

Example on/with 
a word

What kind of words use 
the marker?

Equivalent in English / Tok 
Pisin

-di plural wadaheyadi  nouns, adjectives cockatoos
reduplication plural tatau some 'people' words, 

some other nouns
men

Example 3.2.1.1: Singular nouns 

The example below shows two singular nouns, taumoho 'man' and kebolo 'spear'.

A) Word Taumoho ena kebolo ya taditadi'i.
Gloss man 3SG.POSS spear 3SG- sharpening-OM.3SG
Free: [The] man is sharpening his spear.
Dede Tautau, 1.
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Sometimes action words can function as nouns.  It is possible to tell they are being used as 
nouns if they take possessive suffixes or possessive pronouns or other modifiers that normally 
occur with nouns.
In the two examples below, the first one shows paisowa taking a verb marker, E, which shows 
that it is functioning as a verb in this context.  The second example shows paisowa with a 
possessive pronoun, adi, which lets us know that paisowa is doing the work of a noun in this 
sentence.

B) Word Yau E paipaisowa.
Gloss 1SG 1SG- working
Free: 'I am working.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

C) Word Itete tatau adi paisowa.
Gloss this men 3PL.POSS work
Free: 'This is the men's work.'
Sidohana Wauli Hatuhatuina, 1.7.

Here are two more examples that shows a verb-like word used as a verb in the first sentence and
as a noun in the second sentence:

D) Word Leiyafa ya fatuli.
Gloss mat 3SG- weaves
Free: She weaves a mat.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

E) Word Ena fatufatu olina.
Gloss 3SG.POSS weaving very.good
Free: 'Her weaving is very good.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

Example 3.2.1.2: Plural nouns 

Nouns in Buhutu can be made plural by adding a plural suffix or by reduplication of some of the
first part of the word.
Many nouns for things can take the plural suffix '-di'.  This suffix looks the same as the third 
person plural possessive suffix (-3PL.POSS).

Examples of Buhutu nouns that can take a plural suffix:
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Singular form English gloss Noun with plural suffix English gloss

kebolo spear kebolodi spears

alahiya spear, arrow alahiyadi spears, arrows

wadaheya cockatoo wadaheyadi cockatoos

moiyape pawpaw, papaya moiyapedi pawpaws, papayas

A) Word Mula lugudi ida'idahedi luwaga
Gloss Flower leaves green-PL two
Free: Two green flower leaves
Lugulugu Yo Hiko, 6a.

Some nouns are made plural by reduplicating some of the first part of the word, up to two 
syllables. For at least some of these nouns in some situations, it is natural to also add the plural 
suffix (for example, 'wawahindi' women).  The reduplication by itself is enough to show that the 
noun is plural, so it is not necessary to add the '-di' suffix, but it sounds natural if the speaker 
wants to add it.

Some examples of Buhutu nouns that are made plural by reduplication:

Singular form English gloss Plural form English gloss

taumoho man tatau men

doga person dodoga people

(no singular form) babada elders

hewali young boy hewahewali young boys

hasala young girl hasahasala young girls

waihin woman wawahin women

lugu leaf lugulugu leaves

B) Word Tatau faihona sa ta'ai na edi kebolo sa tadidi.
Gloss men three 3PL- sat and 3PL.POSS spear 3PL- sharpened-OM.3PL
Free: Three men sat and sharpened their spears.
Dede Tautau, 6.
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We can also tell if a Buhutu noun is referring to more than one thing by the context of other 
words in the sentence. Even if the noun does not have the plural suffix or any reduplication, a 
number word that comes after the noun can show that there is more than one, and the verb 
affixes can show that the noun is plural, too.
In the example below, it is clear that there is more than one dog because of the number word 
faihona 'three,' and also because of the third person plural marker (-di) at the end of the verb.  
The next example shows that the -3PL verb marker is enough to show that there is more than 
one dog.

C) Word Ena 'wayowa faihona ya heheidi
Gloss 3SG.POSS dog three 3SG- calling-OM.3PL
Free: He [is/was] calling his three dogs
Taumoho Hesa Ya Alohya, 1.2a.

D) Word Ena 'wayowa ya heheidi
Gloss 3SG.POSS dog 3SG- calling-OM.3PL
Free: He [is/was] calling his dogs
In-class example 19-10-15, P.S. and G.B.

3.3.  Adjectives

3.3.1.  Adjectives in general
Adjectives are words which describe a noun. Adjectives might describe the size, shape and 
colour of something, the age or feelings of a person, or the appearance of a place. In Buhutu 
language, adjectives describe this kind of thing, too.

Buhutu adjectives agree with the noun they describe in number.  In the first example below, the 
adjective nanau 'ripe' has the plural suffix -di to agree with the plural 'fruits'.  We know that 
'fruit' is plural because of the plural object suffix on the verb an 'eat'.

Example 3.3.1.1: Adjectives in noun phrases 

Here are some examples of adjectives in Buhutu noun phrases.

A) Word be uluna nanaudi ya anidi.
Gloss and fruit-3SG.POSS ripe-PL 3SG- ate-OM.3PL
Free: '...and it ate its ripe fruits.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.6.
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B) Word Mula lugudi ida'idahedi luwaga, hesa kiukiu na hesa la'ila'i
Gloss flowers leaf-3PL.POSS green-PL two other small and other big
Free:  'Two green flowers leaves, one small and the other big...'
Lugulugu Yo Hiko, 1.6.

Adjectives are marked for number so that they agree with the noun they are describing.  Many 
adjectives add -na for the singular form and -di for the plural form.  Others, like kiukiu 'small' 
and fofoli 'very ripe,' do not follow that pattern and the number agreement is shown in different 
ways.

Buhutu Adjective English gloss Singular Plural

la'ila'i big la'ila'ina la'ila'idi

kiukiu small kiukiu kiki'ina

ida'idahe green (for describing 
plants)

ida'idahena ida'idahedi

balebalelem red (for describing 
plants)

balebalelem'na balebalelem'di

nanau ripe nanauna nanaudi

bwahali half-ripe bwahalina bwahalidi

idahe not ripe idahena idahedi

fofoli very ripe, ready to eat fofoli fofolidi

molu rotten moluna moludi

la'a bunch la'ana la'adi

naunau bearing a few fruit naunauna naunaudi

duliduli bearing much fruit dulidulina dulidulidi

dubaduba black dubadubana dubadubadi

husihusi brown husihusina husihusidi

botoboto spotted botobotona botobotodi

gwayahou white gwayagwayahouna gwayagwayahoudi

bwalisafuti dark head & rear with
a white middle (pigs)

bwalisafutina bwalisafutidi
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In some cases, if the number of the noun is clear from the context of the sentence, it appears 
that the adjective can be used without being marked as singular or plural.  See example below, 
where the adjective kiki'ina 'small' is marked as plural, but balebalelem 'red' and ida'idahe 'green' 
are not marked:

C) Word Hiko hewanayai mate lugulugu luwaga kiki'ina, hesa balebalelem na hesa ida'idahe.
Gloss bilum top-3SG.POSS.LOC TOP leaf two small-PL other red and other green

Free: 'Two small leaves, one red and the other green, are on top of the bilum.'
Lugulugu yo Hiko, 10.

Adjectives can be used as part of an equative clause.  In the examples below, the adjectives take 
a verbal marker, so they have qualities of both a verb (because they take the verb marker) and 
qualities of an adjective because they describe a noun and can be modified by an adverb (words 
like wananaha 'too much/very' or heyaya 'terribly'). 

D) Word Ya tabulu wananaha.
Gloss 3SG- sour too/very
Free: It's very sour.
G. Bania, 22-1015.

E) Word Ya kalapi heyaya.
Gloss 3SG- bitter bad
Free: It's terribly bitter.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.

F) Word ya tautaula'i
Gloss 3SG- very.old
Free: he is very old
G. Bania, 22-10-15

G) Word Ena liba sa lofa wananaha.
Gloss 3SG.POSS word 3PL- long very
Free: His words are very long.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.
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Here are some expressions that use the word liba 'word or speech' with adjectives:

Buhutu expression English gloss

liba la'ila'i big words (profound, 'everything is inside')

liba wananaha too many words (talking too much)

liba dudulaina true words

liba lofalofa long words (talking for too long)

liba bwalabwala untrue words

liba gaibu nonsense words

Adjective Summary Statement1: In our language there are many adjectives.

Adjective Summary Statement 2: In our language adjectives come after the noun.

Adjective Summary Statement 3: It is easy to use more than one adjective to describe a 
noun in our language. 

Adjective Summary Statement 4: There are many adjectives in my language.

Example 3.3.1.2: More than one adjective in a noun phrase

It is possible to have more than one adjective in a noun phrase.

A) Word Hiko sadainayai mate mula luguna kiukiu ida'idahena ya ota'ota.
Gloss bilum side-3SG.POSS-LOC TOP flower leaf-3SG.POSS small green-SG 3SG- staying
Free: 'A small, green leaf is lying beside the bilum.'
Lugulugu yo Hiko, 7.

 Example 3.3.1.3: Markers that work with adjectives
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In Buhutu, certain words are commonly used with adjectives.

Example 3.3.1.4: Words or markers that make adjectives stronger and less strong

One word that can go with an adjective to make it stronger is wananaha, which means 'too' 
or 'very.'

Examples of wananaha with adjectives:

Buhutu noun phrase English gloss

ya lofa wananaha it's too long; it's very long

ya lai wananaha it's too big; it's very big

ya kiu wananaha it's too small; it's very small

Another example of a word that can be used with an adjective to make it stronger is heyaya 
'bad.'  When used with an adjective to make it stronger, a good translation might be 'terribly', or 
'awfully'.

A) Word Ya kalapi heyaya.
Gloss 3SG- bitter bad
Free: It's terribly bitter.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.

A prefix that can be attached to adjectives to make them less strong is katu-.  It means 'a small 
amount' or 'a little bit.'

B) Word gabu katuwahiwahita
Gloss garden a.bit-bigger
Free:  'a bit bigger garden'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15

3.3.2.  Comparatives

 Example 3.3.2.1: How we compare things in our language
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A word that is used to compare things in Buhutu is habahim.  Its meaning is similar to the 
English word 'than'.  Some examples are below:

A) Word Edi luma mate ya la'i habahim eda luma.
Gloss 3PL.POSS house TOP 3SG- big than 1PL.INCL.POSS house
Free: Their house, it is bigger than our house.
G. Bania, 22-10-15

B) Word Adi gabu mate ya la'i habahim ada gabu.
Gloss 3PL.POSS garden TOP 3SG- big than 1PL.INCL.POSS garden

Free: Their garden, it is bigger than our garden.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.

C) Word Salai ni ya kiu wananaha habahim egu salai.
Gloss pig that 3SG- small very than 1SG.POSS pig
Free: That pig is smaller than my pig.
G. Bania, 22-10-15

D) Word Wapina ya duba hige doha afahaidana.
Gloss skin-3SG.POSS 3SG- black not like brothers.3SG.POSS
Free: His skin is darker than his brothers'.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.

E) Word Em salai ya lai wananaha habihim edi.
Gloss 2SG.POSS pig 3SG- big very than 3PL.POSS
Free: 'Your pig is bigger than theirs.'
G. Bania, 22-10-15

F) Word Nanatum sa awa'abi wananaha habahim in nanatuna.
Gloss children-2SG.POSS 3PL- well-behaved very than 3SG children-3SG.POSS
Free: 'Your children are more well-behaved than his/her children.'
G. Bania, 22-10-15
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G) Word Ilama ni ya mo'a wananaha habahim itete.
Gloss axe that 3SG- sharp very than this.one
Free: 'That axe is more sharp than this one.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

Example 3.3.2.2: How to say something is the best of all, or antap tru

A) Word Salai ni ya kiu wananaha pwaludi yai.
Gloss pig that 3SG- small very litter.PL LOC
Free: That pig is the smallest in the litter.
G. Bania 22-10-15

B) Word Salai ni ya kiu wananaha pwaladi yai habahim salai haisa.
Gloss pig that 3SG- small too litter-PL LOC than pig some
Free: That pig is smaller than other pigs in the litter.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.

C) Word Luma ni, ya la'i wananaha habahim luma haisa nu'u yai te.
Gloss house that 3SG- big too than house some village LOC this
Free: That house is much bigger than other houses in this village.
G. Bania, 22-10-15.
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3.4.  Numerals and Number-Marking

3.4.1.  Traditional Counting System

Table 3.4.1.1: Traditional counting system

Number Tok Ples English meaning (if there is one)
1 esega one
2 luwaga two
3 faihona three
4 fati four
5 faligigi, or

nimagigi esega
five
five (one hand)

6 faligigi esega six (five one)
7 faligigi luwaga seven (five two)
8 faligigi faihona eight (five three)
9 faligigi fati nine (five four)
10 safuhudohudoi, or

nima luwaga
ten
ten (two hands)

11 safuhudohudoi esega eleven (ten one)
12 safuhudohudoi luwaga twelve (ten two)
13 safuhudohudoi faihona thirteen (ten three)
14 safuhudohudoi fati fourteen (ten four)
15 safuhudohudoi faligigi fifteen (ten five)
16 safuhudohudoi faligigi 

esega
sixteen (ten five one)

17 safuhudohudoi faligigi 
luwaga

Seventeen (ten five two)

18 safuhudohudoi faligigi 
faihona

eighteen (ten five three)

19 safuhudohudoi faligigi 
fati

nineteen (ten five four)

20 taumohoa esega ya pe'i twenty (one man dies/died)
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Number Rule 1: 

We usually use our traditional numbers for the following numbers: 1-10
(esega, luwaga, faihona, fati, faligigi, faligigi esega, faligigi luwaga, faligigi faihona, faligigi fati, 
safuhudohudo'i).

For other numbers we usually use English.

Number Rule 2: 

Numbers usually come after the main noun in a noun phrase.

Cultural Note:
There is a traditional way of counting that is used to count pigs.  For three pigs, we can say 
gisowa esega, meaning literally 'one mango'.  One mango equals three pigs, gisowa luwaga is 6 
pigs, etc.  Three pigs is considered enough for a feast.

3.4.2.  Other Quantity Words
Quantifiers are words like some, many, all, or a few in English, which do not tell us a specific 
number, but rather a general quantity. 

Example 3.4.2.1: Quantifiers

One morpheme used to mean 'all' or 'every one' is mahudo-.  It can take possessive suffixes as 
shown below:

Buhutu English gloss

mahudo'ina all of it

mahudo'idi all of them

mahudo'imai all of us

mahudo'imiu all of you
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The word ou'ouli means 'every' and can refer to time words:

Buhutu English gloss

fuya ou'ouli every time

lahai ou'ouli every day

i'ipa ou'ouli every night

More quantifiers:
Hesa-hesa 'everyone'

haisa 'some'

hahaisa 'some-PL'

fisa 'few'

fisafisa 'few' (takes suffixes -di, -miu, -mai, -da)

boludi 'many' (takes suffixes -na, -di, -miu, -mai, -da)

peidi 'many' (takes suffixes -na, -di, -miu, -mai, -da)

3.4.3.  Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal numbers are used to show the order in a group of items, like first, second, third in 
English.  Words like bwa'ibwa'i 'first' can take possessive suffixes (-na, -di, -miu, -mai, -da).

Example 3.4.3.1:  Ordinal numbers

Buhutu word(s) English gloss

bwa'ibwa'i first

faluwagana second

fafaihonana third

fafatina fourth

fafaligigina fifth

fafaligigi esegana sixth

fafaligigi luwagana seventh
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fafaligigi faihonana eighth

fafaligigi fatina ninth

safuhudohudo'i tenth

In Buhutu, we can use the prefix ma- before a number word to tell how many times something 
happened.

A) Word Maluwaga E lau Kainantu.
Gloss time-two 1SG- go Kainantu.
Free: I went to Kainantu two times (twice).
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

Buhutu word English gloss

ma'esega once

maluwaga twice

mafaihona three times

These are some expressions related to birth order:

Buhutu expression English gloss

tau tuwaha firstborn

tau atipu middle born (not first and not last)

adi nom taufa'alagumana last born (literally, the one who made the 
mother's breast dry)

This is how we would translate some ordinal numbers into our language:

Rev. 9:13 ‘The sixth angel blew his trumpet’:

B) Word Anelu fafaligigi esegana ena bwagigi ya yufi.
Gloss angel fifth  [and] one 3SG-POSS trumpet/horn 3SG- blew.
Free: 'The sixth angel blew his trumpet.'
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Mark 14:41 ‘He came the third time’:

C) Word Ena laoma fafaihonana.
Gloss 3SG.POSS come third-3SG.POSS
Free: 'His third coming.'

or:

D) Word Fafaihonana ya laoma.
Gloss third-3SG 3SG- came
Free: 'Third [time] he came.'

3.5.  Demonstratives and Articles
In English, an indefinite article tells us that an item is one of a set of things (for example, a 
car). A definite article tells us that we are supposed to know which member of the set it is (the 
car) or that it is the only one of its kind (the sun). Many PNG languages do not have articles, but
some do.
A demonstrative (often called a “pointing” word) points you towards the place where the 
people or things are. They might be near the person speaking (for example this dog), or 
somewhere away from the person who is speaking (for example that man), or in some other 
direction or place.

3.5.1.  Articles
Table 3.5.1.1: Articles in our language

Buhutu has a definite article, wa 'the'.  
When wa is used, it seems to emphasize that the noun is one that has been previously referred 
to, or one that both the speaker and listener are already aware of.

A) Word Taumoho wa, wadaheya ya gwali be ya be'u lidi tanohi.
Gloss man the cockatoo 3SG- shot and 3SG- fell down ground
Free: The man, he shot a cockatoo and it fell down to the ground.
Dede Tautau, 11.
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B) Word Bulumakau wa, ya laoma ee ya luhu sola weso ena abatole sipo yai wa.
Gloss cow the 3SG came until 3SG- went through snake 3SG.POSS place.where trap LOC the

Free: The cow, it came until it went through the very place where the snake's trap was.
Weso yo Bulumakau, 2.3.

C) Word Laulau te wa ginauli, be natum eseꞌesegana wa, hige u oihalaen.
Gloss way this 2SG do so son-2SG.POSS only.one the not 2SG keep.back
Free: 'You did it this way, and so you did not withhold the only son you have...'
Yaubada Abelaham Lau'ita, 1.30.

3.5.2.  Demonstratives

Table 3.5.2.1: Demonstratives

Buhutu has demonstratives that make the distinction between near the speaker, less near the 
speaker, and far from the speaker.  Whether the demonstrative refers to singular or plural is 
determined by other morphemes in the sentence.

Buhutu Demonstrative Equivalent in English
ite, itete, te this/here (near me)
mate that (not near me, or general; relativizer)
ne, ne'i, ni, au that (far from me)/ those (far from me)

Mate in this paper is glossed either as 'that' or as 'is/was' in equative clauses, but it looks like 
mate may have a variety of functions.  A good understanding of its use would be important for 
accurate and natural translation.

Example 3.5.2.1: Sentences with demonstratives

Te: 'this/these'

A) Word Taumoho te, ena nuwatuhu ibe sidohana na wadaheya la'i ya gwali.
Gloss man this 3SG.POSS thought if how and cockatoo any 3SG- shoot
Free: This man thought (wondered) if he could shoot any cockatoo.
Dede Tautau, 7.
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B) Word Tatau luwaga te, sa ta'ai na hesa hesa ena alahiya ya taditadi'i.
Gloss men two these 3PL- sit and another another 3SG.POSS spear 3SG- sharpening-

OM.3SG
Free: 'These two men are sitting and each one is sharpening his spear.'
Dede Tautau, 4.

Itete: 'this one'

C) Word Ilama ni ya mo'a wananaha habahim itete.
Gloss ax that-DIST 3SG- sharp more/very than this.one
Free: 'That ax over there is sharper than this one.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

Ite: this, this time

D) Word Ai 'e bagiasahaim be ite bena 'e yo'oim.
Gloss 1PL.EXCL 1PL.EXCL- waited.in.vain-

OM.2SG
and.so now

(this.time)
would 1PL.EXCL search-

OM.2SG
Free: We waited for you and you didn't come, and so we were just now about to search for you.

Taumoho Hesa ya Anloya, 1.20.

Ni: there (distant)

E) Word Ilama ni ya mo'a wananaha habahim itete.
Gloss ax that-DIST 3SG- sharp more/very than this.one
Free: 'That ax over there is sharper than this one.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

Mate: glossed 'is/was' and 'that' in this paper

F) Word Lei mananayabala mate ena sibali ya abi na Diyemsi ya falako bena ya lau sibali'i.
Gloss Ray angry was 3SG.POSS stick 3SG- got and James 3SG- chase wanting.to 3SG- go stick-OM.3SG

Free: 'Ray was angry; he grabbed his stick and chased James wanting to smack him with the stick.'
Lei Diyemsi ya Falako, 2.
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A) Word Mula luguna ida'idahena mate hiko ganahewanayai.
Gloss flower leaf-3SG green-SG is bium inside-3SG.POSS-LOC
Free: 'A green flower's leaf is inside the bilum.'
Lugulugu yo Hiko, 2.

A) Word Bulumakau am'nana ya atahi mate somo hesa ya fahoina.
Gloss cow sensation 3SG- feel that something another 3SG- meet-OM.3SG
Free: 'The cow felt a sensation that it had encountered something else.'
Weso yo Bulumakau, 3.3.

3.6.  Basic Noun Phrase Structure
A noun phrase is a group of words that together describe a particular object, such as ‘those two
big noisy dogs’ in English. Usually there is a common order for the different parts of speech in a 
noun phrase.

3.6.1.  Noun Phrase Examples
Example 3.6.1.1: Noun Phrases, normal word order

Noun phrases begin with the noun and are mostly followed by the words that describe the noun.
Possessive pronouns are an exception and come before the noun.  Possessive suffixes are 
attached to the noun, adjectives & number words come next, and demonstratives or articles 
come last in the noun phrase.

A) Word fuya ma'esega
Gloss day one

 ft: one day

B) Word Tatau luwaga
Gloss men two

Free: two men

C) Word lugulugu ida'idahedi luwaga
Gloss Leaves green.ones two

'ft: two green leaves'
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D) Word Nanatudi luwaga kiki'ina sa lau sikulu.
Gloss Children.their two small they go school.

Ft: 'Their two small children go to school.'

E) Word Egu salai nanatuna kikiuka luwaga mate gana yai.
Gloss 1SG-POSS pig children small two TOP pen (fenced area) in

'My two baby pigs were in (the) pen.'

F) Word Em kamkam katinona fisa mate em noho yai.
Gloss 2SG-POSS chicken eggs.its few TOP 2SG-POSS basket in

Ft: (A) few of your-SG chicken's eggs (are) in your-SG basket.

Rule for ‘normal’ word order in Noun Phrases: 

(Nouns take the possessive pronoun if they are alienable, and they take the possessive suffix
if they are inalienable, so a noun will take either the possessive pronoun or the possessive 
suffix, but not both.)

Rule for 'normal' word order in Noun Phrases for Alienable Nouns:

(Possessive Pronoun), Noun, (Adjective*/Number), Demonstrative/Article.

Rule for 'normal' word order in Noun Phrases for Inalienable Nouns:

Noun, (-Possessive suffix), (Adjective*/Number), Demonstrative/Article.
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3.7.  Possession

3.7.1.  Direct (Inalienable)
Direct possession is when a possessed noun has part of the word itself telling you who it belongs
to, usually as a possessive suffix. For example, tew ‘my little brother’ in Awad Bing has the 
possessed noun te with a first person singular possessive suffix –w. Direct possession is usually 
used for nouns which have to belong to someone, such as body parts and family members. These
kind of nouns are said to be inalienable. 

Examples of direct possession in Buhutu are given in Section 3.1.3, Possessive Pronouns.

Direct possession in our language is used for family members, body parts, parts of other 
things (like plants), and on some postpositions.  See list of suffixes and examples in Section 
3.1.3.

3.7.2.  Indirect (Alienable)
Indirect possession is when you have one or more words that go with a possessed noun to show
you who it belongs to, as in nanew aab ‘my house’ in Awad Bing. Often indirect possession is 
used for alienable nouns, which do not have to belong to someone (like house or car).  
Indirect possession in Buhutu is discussed in Section 3.1.3, Possessive Pronouns.

4.  PREPOSITIONS / POSTPOSITIONS

4.1.  Examples

Buhutu has both prepositions and postpositions.

There are a few prepositions, including the prefix ma- 'with', which is used to show 
accompaniment or the manner in which things are done, and ye 'until'.

Other positional words in Buhutu are postpositions.  Buhutu has a general postposition yai used 
to mark location in time or space. Yai can be used as a separate word in general location 
phrases, or it can be used as a suffix on specific location words as described in Section 3.1.4, 
Possessive Suffixes.  These specific locational words function like nouns by taking a possessive 
suffix, and they are usually followed by the postposition suffix -yai.

Other postpositions include lisi- 'to', lidi- 'down.to' and enehe- 'for', and they often have an object 
suffix attached to them.  
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Example 4.1.1:  Prepositions /postpositions

Buhutu preposition English gloss Buhutu Postposition

ma- with (accompaniment)

ye until

for enehe-m, -na, -miu, -gu, -di

down.to lidi-wa, -ma

to lisi-na, -m, -miu, -da, -di

general location in time or 
space

yai
-yai

into ai

Prepositions

Ma-:

A) Word Waihin hesa malahuna sa miyamiya edi nu'u yai.
Gloss woman one with-spouse-3SG.POSS 3PL- staying 3PL.POSS village LOC
Free 'A woman was staying with her spouse in their village.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.1.

B) Word Manatugu ibomai 'e miyamiya.
Gloss with-child-1SG.POSS 1PL.EXCL.RFLX 1PL.EXCL staying
Free: 'My daughter and I are staying by ourselves.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.8.

C) Word Makwadena ya lau luma.
Gloss with-happiness 3SG- go house
Free: 'He or she went home with joy.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.
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Ye 'until':

D) Word 'E bagibagi ye 2 koloki
Gloss 1PL.EXCL waiting until two clock
Free: 'We waited until 2 o'clock...'
Ema Lau Ukarumpa Dedena, 1.3.

Postpositions

Yai 'general location' in space or time:

E) Word Amainiya 'e lau Gelehu yai 'e eno.
Gloss there 1PL.EXCL go Gelehu LOC we slept
Free: From there we went to Gelehu and slept there.
Ema Lau Ukarumpa Dedena, 1.4.

F) Word Bobon'na pelein yai 'e awa boda be 'e lau Nazab yai 'e talu.
Gloss next.day plane LOC 1PL.EXCL rode again and 1PL.EXCL go Nadzab LOC 1PL.EXCL landed

Free: 'The next day we rode by plane again and we went and we landed at Nadzab.'
Ema Lau Ukarumpa Dedena, 1.5.

G) Word maihona yai
Gloss night LOC
Free: 'at night'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 84.

-yai combined with a more specific locational noun (see the table in Section 3.1.4 for a table
of these locational nouns and examples):

H) Word Hiko ganahewanayai mate mula luguna.
Gloss bilum inside-3SG-LOC TOP flower leaf-3SG
Free: 'The flower's leaf is inside the bilum.'
Lugulugu yo Hiko, 1.
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Lidi- (sometimes lidi, with no suffix) 'down.to':

I) Word Wauli masina haba ya didi lidi golu ai ganahewana.
Gloss sago liquid-3SG.POSS will 3SG- run down.to black.palm.bark into inside-OM.3SG
Free: 'The sago's liquid will run down into the inside of the black palm bark (container).'
Sidohana Wauli Hatuhatuina, 1.14.

Lisi- 'to':

J) Word hidagu lisina
Gloss friend-1SG.POSS to-OM.3SG
Free: 'to my friend'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 84-85.

K) Word Sidohana be laulau te wa ginauli tinagu lisina yai?
Gloss how and.so action this 2SG- did mother-1SG.POSS to-OM.3SG LOC
Free: 'Why did you do this to my mother?'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.32.

Enehe- 'for':

A) Word lahugu enehena
Gloss spouse-1SG.POSS for-OM.3SG
Free: 'for my spouse'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 84-85.
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5.  VERBS

5.1.  Person and Number Marking

5.1.1.  Subject Marking
Many languages have markers on the verb to show who or what the subject is. The following 
table shows the subject markers in our language:
Table 5.1.1.1: Verbs - Subject markers

Subject marker Example of a verb with 
subject marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

SG 1st person E
ya

E lau
ya lau

I go

2nd person u
wa

u lau
wa lau

you go

3rd person ya 
i

ya lau
i lau

he, she, it goes

PL 1st person inclusive te
ta

te lau
ta lau

we go (inclusive)

1st person exclusive 'e 'e lau we go (exclusive)
2nd person au au lau you (plural) go
3rd person sa sa lau they go

There are two forms for at least some of the subject markers.  They cannot be used 
interchangeably, and at this time we are still studying what determines which form should be 
used.

5.1.2.  Object Marking
Many languages also have markers on the verb to show who or what the object is. The 
following table shows the object markers in our language:
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Table 5.1.2.1: Verbs - Object markers

Object marker Example of a verb with 
object marker

English / Tok Pisin 
translation

SG 1st person -gu ya talaigu he hit me
2nd person -m ya talaim he hit you
3rd person none ya talai he hit him, her, it

PL 1st person 
inclusive

-da ya talaida he hit us (inclusive)
1st person 
exclusive

-mai ya talaimai he hit us (exclusive)
2nd person -miu ya talaimiu he hit you (plural)
3rd person -di ya talaidi he hit them

5.1.3.  Recipient Marking
Some languages have markers on the verb to show who or what the recipient is, for verbs 
where something is given to someone. The following table show the recipient markers in our 
language.

At this time, we have not discovered recipient marking in Buhutu.

5.1.4.  Benefactive Marking
Some languages have markers on the verb to show who or what the beneficiary is, when 
somebody does something for someone else. These are called benefactive markers. The 
following table shows the benefactive markers in our language:

At this time we have not discovered benefactive marking in Buhutu. 

5.2.  Tense

5.2.1.  Examples

Example 5.2.1.1:  

This is an example of how we talk about actions taking place in the present in Buhutu:

A) Word Yau E laulau Kainantu.
Gloss 1SG 1SG- going Kainantu.
Free: 'I am going to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

or
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B) Word E laulau Kainantu.
Gloss 1SG- going Kainantu.
Free: 'I am going to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

C) Word (Yau) ibege ya lau Kainantu
.

Gloss (1SG, optional) not 1SG- go Kainantu.
Free: 'I am not going to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

Example 5.2.1.2:  

These are examples of how we talk about something that will happen in the future:

A) Word Bonbon haba E lau Kainantu
Gloss Tomorrow will 1SG- go Kainantu
Free: Tomorrow I will go to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

B) Word (Yau) ibege ya lau Kainantu.
Gloss (1SG, optional) not 1SG- go Kainantu
Free: 'I will not go to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

Example 5.2.1.3:  

These are examples of how we talk about things that happened in the past:
A) Word Bolima hesa yai E lau Kainantu.

Gloss year one LOC 1SG- go Kainantu
Free: 'Last year I went to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.
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B) Word (Yau) hige ya lau Kainantu.
Gloss (1SG, optional) not 1SG- go Kainantu
Free: 'I did not go to Kainantu.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 119.

5.3.  Aspect
Aspect has to do with the timing of an action or event itself, for example if it is continuing, 
completed, repeated, and so on.

5.3.1.  Continuous
Continuous aspect (              ) describes an action or event that is viewed as carrying on at 
some point in time. For example, in Tok Pisin, mi ritim buk i stap or mi wok long ritim buk.

Example 5.3.1.1:  Continuous

A reduplicated verb can show continuous aspect:

A) Word Lei ya uli'uli na Diyemsi ya laoma
Gloss Ray 3SG writing and James 3SG- came
Free: 'Ray was writing and James came...'
Lei Diyemsi Ya Falako, 1.

The word ye 'until' after a reduplicated verb confirms continuous aspect, as shown in the 
example below.

B) Word 'E bagibagi ye 2 koloki habahim pelein yai 'e awa be 'e lau Mosibi.

Gloss 1PL.EXCL- waiting until 2 o'clock then plane LOC 1PL.EXCL rode and.so 1PL.EXCL go Port Moresby

Free: We were waiting until 2 o'clock, then we rode by plane and so we went to Port Moresby.
Ema Lau Ukarumpa, 1.3.

C) Word Buka E fatifatili.
Gloss book 1SG- reading-OM.3SG
Free: 'I am reading a book.'
DYL Course Book, p. 123.
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Other expressions related to continuous aspect:

The preposition prefix ma- 'with' attached to a verb indicates that this action was going on 
while the main action of a sentence was happening.  This could be simultaneous rather than
continuous, but this section of the outline seems like the best place to mention it.  It is also 
mentioned in Section 6.5.3.2, Adverb Phrases of Manner, since words with this prefix can 
also show the manner in which another action is being done.

D) Word makalakalahena
Gloss with-eating-3SG.POSS
Free: 'while he/she is eating'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15

Phrases using hola 'still' with a continuous verb, meaning that the action is still going on, 
also seem to show continuous aspect.  Note that the agent in these phrases is represented 
with an object suffix:

E) Word hola ma'ai'ai'heyadi
Gloss still with-playing-3PL

Free: 'they are still playing'
(Not sure I have the gloss right, LH)

Other hola ma- phrases:
Buhutu phrase English gloss

hola maan'anna he/she/it is still eating

hola makalehen he/she/it is still eating

hola malibalibana he/she/it is still talking

hola matantan'na he/she/it is still crying

5.3.2.  

Habitual
Habitual aspect (              ) describes an action or event that happens several times, whether in 
the past or the present. For example, in Tok Pisin, em i save ritim buk, or in English ‘he used to 
read books’ or ‘he often reads books’.
Example 1:  Habitual
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One word that helps to show habitual aspect in Buhutu is ou'ouli 'every' (every day, every night, 
etc.).  Sometimes reduplication can also be used to convey that the action is a regular or 
habitual thing.

The words i'ipa ou'ouli 'every night' in the example below show that this is habitual aspect.  
It is used with the word haba 'will' to express the idea that the flying fox would come every 
night.

A) Word I'ipa ou'ouli malibon haba ya laoma kaiyahana ana halulu
Gloss night every flying.fox will 3SG- come kaihaya.tree for it...
Free: 'Every night the flying fox would come to the kaihaya tree for it...'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.6.

B) Word In hwala'hwalala o'ouli fwalawa ya an'ani'i.
Gloss 3SG morning every flour 3SG- eating
Free:  'He eats bread every morning.'
DYL Course Book, p. 123.

C) Word In hwala'hwalala o'ouli mate ya laulau fote.
Gloss 3SG morning every TOP 3SG- going by.foot
Free: 'Every morning he travelled by foot.'
DYL Course Book, p. 123-124.

5.3.3.  Repeated
Repeated aspect (                 ) describes an action or event that happens repeatedly over a short
time. For example, in Tok Pisin, em i singaut singaut.
Example 5.3.3.1:  Repeated

The first sentence below shows both a beginning aspect (habahim) and a repeated aspect—
fatabataba—the cow stepped repeatedly on the snake's head.  In this context, the reduplication 
in the verb is showing repeated action.

A) Word habahim ya futufutu ee weso kuluna ya futu fatabataba
Gloss then 3SG- stepping until snake head-3SG.POSS 3SG- step flattened
Free: '...then it stepped repeatedly on the snake's head until it was flattened...'
Weso Yo Bulumakau, 4.3.

B) Word Ya yogayoga heloloi.
Gloss 3SG- calling repeatedly (?)
Free: 'He kept on calling.'
Buhutu Aspect chart, 10-2015
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5.3.4.  Beginning

Beginning aspect (                 ) describes an action or event that is viewed as just beginning. For
example, in Tok Pisin, em i stat long wok.

Fatabu 'start' is used to show that an action begins.

A) Word Habahim, sa fatubu hatu.
Gloss Then 3PL- start beat.
Free:  'Then, they start to beat.'
Sidohana Wauli Hatuhatuina (How to Beat Sago), 1.6.

Example 5.3.4.1:  Beginning aspect

B) Word Yofede ya manabala be ya fatubu ana nigo ya husu
Gloss And so 3SG- angry so 3SG- started 3SG.POSS knife 3SG- sharpen
Free: And so he was angry, so he started to sharpen his knife...
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.28, adapted to include 'fatubu' by P.S and G.B.

C) Word Ya fatubu ya wana.
Gloss 3SG- started 3SG- sing
Free: 'He started singing.'
DYL Course Book, p. 123.

5.3.5.  Completed
Completed aspect (                 ) describes an action or event that is viewed as having finished. 
For example, in Tok Pisin, em i ritim buk pinis, or in English ‘he read a book’.

Example 5.3.5.1:  Completed aspect: ha'a, ofi, fa'ofi

In Buhutu, the words ha'a, ofi and fa'ofi are often used to show completed aspect.

A) Word Paisowadi ya ginauli fa'ofidi, kalahe ya bahe na ya fuyo luma.
Gloss job-PL 3SG- thing finish.OM.3PL food 3SG- carry and 3SG- return house
Free: It finished all the jobs, carried the food and returned home.
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.22.
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B) Word (Yau) ha'a E lau luma.
Gloss (1SG, optional) already 1SG- go house
Free: I went home.
Discover Your Language Course Notes, p. 123.

C) Word Sa folo ofi mulina sa bagi begana,
Gloss 3PL- squeeze finish after-3SG 3PL- wait a.while
Free: 'After they have finished squeezing, they wait awhile...'
Sidohana Wauli Hatuhatuina (How to Beat Sago), 1.15.

D) Word Yau ha'a e kalahe.
Gloss 1SG already 1SG- ate
Free: 'I already ate.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

E) Word Iti ha'a sa aiheya ofi.
Gloss 3PL already 3PL- play finish
Free: 'They have finished playing.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

5.4.  Realis and Irrealis Status
PNG languages often have a difference between realis and irrealis status. Realis refers to the 
more real and certain events, while irrealis refers to possible or doubtful events. 
The idea of realis vs. irrealis is important in Buhutu.  In fact, answers to yes/no questions are 
hige'e 'no' (irrealis—it didn't happen or isn't true), or i 'yes' (realis—it did happen or is true).

5.4.1.  Examples
We are still discovering how realis and irrealis work in Buhutu.  The following examples may be
helpful.

Example 5.4.1.1:  Realis and Irrealis
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Things that happened already:

The two sentences below are statements about things that happened in the past.

A) Word Beyabeyana tamagu waga ya une.
Gloss long.ago father-1SG.POSS boat 3SG- bought
Free: 'Long ago, my father bought a boat.'
P. Sadileutu, 26-10-15.

B) Word Mande yai tamagu sagwai ya faanigu.
Gloss Monday LOC father-1SG cuscus 3SG- gave.to.eat-OM.1SG
Free: 'On Monday my father gave me a cuscus to eat.'
P. Sadileutu, 26-10-15.

Ha'a 'already':

Ha'a can be used for actions that were completed in the past.

C) Word Yau ha'a e kalahe.
Gloss 1SG already 1SG- ate
Free: 'I already ate.'
or 'I have eaten.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

Hige 'not': 
The negative word hige 'not' is used in statements about things that have already happened 
or are true.

A) Word Ipouli hige ya ita.
Gloss Ipouli (a place) not 3SG see
Free: 'I have not seen Ipouli.'
P.S., 26-10-15.

Things that might happen:
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A) Word Nuwana bobon haba E lau tana'ai.
Gloss Maybe tomorrow will I go bush
Free: 'Maybe I will go to the bush tomorrow.'
P.S., 10-2015.

A) Word E fanuha bena E lau E sigu.
Gloss I like must I go I wash
Free: 'I would like to go and wash.'
P.S., 10-2015.

A) Word Nuwana kofi i gigibwali.
Gloss Maybe coffee 3SG hot

Things that did not happen or will not happen:

A) Word Ibe egu salai, egoba esega E felem.
Gloss if 1SG.POSS pig would/should one I give-OM.2SG
Free:  If I had a pig, I would give you one.
P.S., 10-2015.

haba ibege hige bena

Haba E lau. 'I will go.' Ibege ya lau. 'I will not 
go.'

Hige ya lau. 'I did not 
go.'

Haba sa laoma. 'They 
will come.'

Ibege ti laoma. 'They 
will not come.'

Hige ti laoma. 'They 
did not come. They are 
not coming.'

Haba E laoma. 'I will 
come.'

...na ibege ya laoma. '(I
was sick) and.so I did 
not come.'

Hige ya laoma. 'I did 
not come.'

Ibege u lao. 'Don't go.' Bena wa laoma. 'You 
must come.'

In ibege i laoma. 'He 
will not come.'
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5.5.  Serial Verbs
Serial verbs mean two or more verbs that go together and that show closely related actions. 
Often both (or all) the verbs keep at least some of their basic meaning. The whole group of 
verbs acts as one unit and often the verbs in the group all have the same subject (and object). 
For example, the meaning of the English verb bring is expressed in many PNG languages with a 
serial verb meaning ‘(go) get come’.  Another example is Tok Pisin, 'Kisim kam'.

5.5.1.  Examples
Here are some examples of serial verbs in our language:
Example 5.5.1.1:  Examples of Serial Verbs

Buhutu serial verb English gloss English meaning

tala funuhi hit-die kill
oi pwaipwai cut-break hack
oi pwaipwai faofi cut-break-finish-it hack through
oi faguli cut-fall.down fell (as in 'fell a tree')
yai faguli push-fall.down push over (like a bulldozer 

does)
tomo motu cut-off sever
oi golu cut-break.to.pieces
oi dagi cut-split.in.two split (like a coconut)
bibi fataba smash-flatten crush flat, as with a stone or 

hammer
nali pulipuliti bite tearing (clothes, flesh)
kam puliti make tear (like paper) rip
liba tantan speak-crying wail, plead (?)
tuba fa'alele swim-float drift
le-OM-ma get-object-come bring (listener away from 

speaker)
abi-OM-ma take-object-come bring, fetch (listener near 

speaker)
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A) Word ya liba tantan lisina yai
Gloss 3SG- talk crying to-OM.3SG LOC
Free: 'she is pleading to him'
P.S. and G.B., 29-10-15.

A) Word sa tuba fa'alele
Gloss 3PL- swim floating
Free: 'they are drifting'
P.S. and G.B., 29-10-15

In the example below, the object marker -di comes after the verb stem le and before the 
directional verb -ma.

A) Word u ledima ai te'i
Gloss 2SG- get-them-come in here
Free: 'bring them right here'
P.S. 30-10-15.

u le-ya-ma: 2SG get-it-come (bring)

u le-di-ma: 2SG get-them-come

u abi-ya-ma: 2SG take-it-come (bring or fetch)

u abi-di-ma: 2SG abi-di-ma: 2SG take-them-come

5.6.  Medial Verbs
Many PNG languages with Actor, Patient, Verb (APV) (also known as subject, object, verb 
(SOV)) word order have two kinds of verbs. Final verbs almost always come at the end of a 
sentence and have their own set of markers for person, tense etc. Medial verbs are used earlier 
in the sentence and have their own markers that do not come on the final verbs. In this section 
we will discuss medial verbs.

We are not sure at this time if Buhutu has medial verbs.  So far we have not noticed a 
difference in the verb markers for verbs in the middle of a sentence and verbs that come last
in the sentence.
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6.  CLAUSES

6.1.  Transitive clauses
Transitive clauses include a subject, a verb and an object.

6.1.1.  Examples

In Buhutu, the word order is usually SOV. The usual word order for a transitive clause is 
Agent—Patient—Verb.  The agent and patient can be represented by noun phrases and 
verbal markers, or by verb markers alone if there is enough context for meaning to be 
understood. 

Here are some examples:

Example 6.1.1.1:  Word order in transitive clauses

A) Word ena 'wayowa sibin nohinayai panena sa atahi
Gloss 3SG.POSS dog bandicoot in.its.nest smell-3SG.POSS 3PL heard
Free: '...his dogs 'heard' [the] smell of the bandicoot in its nest...'
Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.3b.

B) Word 'Wayowa sa we'awatan sa lau na mulidiyai ya lau.
Gloss dog 3PL- chased-OM.3SG 3PL- go and after-OM.3PL.LOC 3SG- go
Free: The dogs chased it and they went and he went after them.
Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya,1.6.

C) Word Yau oyagi e demdem.
Gloss 1SG firewood 1SG- chopping
Free: I am chopping firewood.
G. Bania, 19-10-15

D) Word Domeniki mwaedo ya gwali.
Gloss Dominic eel 3SG speared
Free: 'Dominic speared an eel.'
P. Sadileutu, 22-10-15.
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E) Word Tinagu, hidana ya saguhi.
Gloss mother-1SG.POSS sister-3SG.POSS 3SG- help
Free:  My mother helps her sister.
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

The second transitive clause in the sentence below shows an involuntary action:

F) Word Buka E bahebahedi na esega E kamfatasupwali.
Gloss book 1SG- carry-OM.3PL and one 1SG- dropped
Free: 'I was carrying books and I dropped one.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15

Sometimes the agent noun phrase in a transitive clause may be left out, and the patient 
noun phrase will come first in the clause.  The word order in these clauses is Patient—Verb.
In clauses like these we can understand something about who the subject is by looking at 
the marker on the verb.  Some examples are below:

G)
Word ena 'wayowa faihona ya heheidi, ena kebolo ya bahei, ena nigo ya abi

Gloss 3SG.POSS dog three 3SG- calling-OM.3PL 3SG.POSS spear 3SG- carry 3SG.POSS knife 3SG- took

Free: '...he [was] calling his dogs, he carried his spear, he took his knife...'
Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.2.

6.2.  Intransitive clauses

6.2.1.  Examples
Here are some examples of intransitive clauses:

Example 6.2.1.1:  Intransitive clauses

A) Word Salai ya gege.
Gloss pig 3SG- lost
Free: 'The pig is lost.'
P. Sadileutu, 22-10-15
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B) Word E eno.
Gloss 1SG- slept
Free: 'I sleep.' or 'I slept.'
Discover Your Language Course Book, p. 114.

C) Word Matiu ma'ena Pita sa lau gabu.
Gloss Matthew with-3SG.POSS Peter 3PL- go garden
Free: 'Matthew went to the garden with Peter.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

Here are some examples of intransitive clauses with verbs of movement:

Example 6.2.1.2:  Movement verbs

A) Word Yofede ya lau lebedi.
Gloss and so 3SG go to.them
Free: 'And so he went to them.'
Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.4.

B) Word whala'whalala motuka yai 'e awa be 'e lau Alotau.
Gloss morning motor.car 1PL.EXCL- rode and 1PL.EXCL- go Alotau
Free: '[In the] morning we rode [in a] motorcar and we went to Alotau.'
Ema Lau Ukarumpa, 1.1.

Example 6.2.1.3:  Voluntary and involuntary actions

Below is an example of an intransitive clause showing voluntary action:

A) Word Yofede ya miya ma'edi.
Gloss and.so 3SG- stay with-OM.3PL
Free: 'And so it stayed with them.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.9.
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Here is an example of an involuntary action in an intrasitive clause:

B) Word Pwaho ya abigu be E hatine.
Gloss Cough 3SG- took-OM.1SG and.so I sneeze.
Free: 'I have a cold and so I sneeze.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15

Example 6.2.1.4:  Process verbs, and other verbs

6.2.2.  Translation Issues for Intransitive Clauses
(Write here anything you find difficult or need to remember when you are translating intransitive
verbs)

When translating intransitive clauses:

6.3.  Di-transitive clauses
Clauses that have both an object and a recipient are called di-transitive. An English example is: 
I gave the book to him.

6.3.1.  Examples
Example 6.3.1.1:  Di-transitive clauses (that have recipients)

A) Word Taumoho te, ena kukupidu hidana ya felen.
Gloss man this 3SG.POSS bow and arrow friend-3SG.POSS 3SG- give-OM.3SG
Free: 'This man gave his friend his arrow.'
Dede Tautau, 15.
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In the example above, if the order of the patient (kukupidu 'bow and arrow') and recipient 
(hidana 'his friend') were reversed, it would mean that it was an actual brother who 
received the bow and arrow, instead of just a friend.  The word hida can mean either 'friend'
or 'same-sex sibling' (brother of a man, or sister of a woman), and semantically it is clear 
that kukupidu must be the patient in this sentence.

This is our usual order for sentences that have recipients:

Agent—Patient—Recipient—Verb 

6.4.  Semantic roles (noun roles)

6.4.1.  Agent
An agent deliberately makes an action or event happen. E.g. ‘Cain murdered his brother’
Example 6.4.1.1:  Agent

In Buhutu, the agent comes first in the sentence, and there is also agreement between the agent 
and the subject marker that comes immediately before the verb stem.
In Example A below, taumoho 'man' is the agent.  In Example B, weso 'snake' is the agent.

A) Word Taumoho ena kebolo ya taditadi'i.
Gloss man 3SG.POSS spear 3SG- sharpening-OM.3SG.
Free: '[The] man is sharpening his spear.'

Dede Tautau, 1.

B) Word Weso ya finahe be ya lafudeba
Gloss snake 3SG- climb and 3SG- reached.the.top
Free: '[The] snake climbed and reached the top...'

Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.15.

6.4.2.  Force
A force makes an action happen but not deliberately. E.g. ‘the wind blew down Job’s house’. In
Buhutu, the force comes first in the clause and agrees in number with the subject marker that 
comes before the verb stem.  
Example 6.4.2.1:  Force
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The example below shows the natural forces of rain, flood-waters, and wind as agents. Usa 'rain' 
and hwaywhwayau 'wind' are singular nouns, while bolowada 'flood' is plural.

A) Word Usa ya usa, bolowada sa wewe, yo hwayahwayau luma wa ya famwahiu,
Gloss rain 3SG- rained flood 3PL- flowed and wind house that 3SG- shook

Free: 'Rain fell, flood-waters surged, and wind shook that house...'

Matthew 7: 27a, from Buhutu New Testament draft.

6.4.3.  Experiencer
An experiencer does not control what happens, and they are not changed by what happens. 
They feel what happens with their senses or emotions. E.g. ‘Samuel heard the sheep’, ‘Jonah 
felt angry’.  
Example 6.4.3.1:  Experiencer

In Buhutu language, the usual word order for experiencer and stimulus clauses is different 
than other transitive clauses.  The usual word order is Experiencer—Verb—Stimulus (SVO) 
instead of the usual SOV order.

A) Word Weso ya sibai haba gonowana ana ban ya tohai.
Gloss snake 3SG- know will be.able its prey 3SG- catch
Free: '[The] snake knows it will be able to catch its prey.'

Weso yo Bulumakau, 2.4.

B) Word Fuya ma'esega weso ya mwaiha
Gloss day -one snake 3SG- hungry.for.protein
Free: 'One day [a] snake was hungry for meat...'

Weso yo Bulumakau, 1.1.

C) Word Sa fati'oi tiyen, Hidamai somo wa abi?
Gloss 3PL- asked-3SG 3-PL.said friend-1PL.EXCL.POSS what 2SG happen
Free: 'They asked him, they said, “Our friend, what happened to you?”'

Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.19.

D) Word ya atahi lehilehi sa fai kalekaleleidi yo ya itaita mate lehilehi sa fai mwahi'mwahiudi hinaga.
Gloss 3SG- heard kunai.grass 3PL- all- rustling and 3SG- saw TOP kunai.grass 3PL- all moving also

Free: '...it [the snake] heard the kunai grass rustling and saw the kunai grass moving, too.'

Weso yo Bulumakau, 1.2.
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6.4.4.  Stimulus
A stimulus is something that is seen, thought about, or felt. E.g. ‘I saw a dog’, ‘The man thought
about his daughter’.
Example 6.4.4.1:  Stimulus

In Example A below, the phrase sibin nohinayai panena 'the smell of the bandicoot in its nest' is 
the stimulus that the dogs experience.

A) Word ena 'wayowa sibin nohinayai panena sa atahi
Gloss 3SG.POSS dog bandicoot nest-3SG-LOS smell-3SG.POSS 3PL- heard
Free: ...his dogs heard (smelled) the smell of the bandicoot in its nest...

Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.3.

In Example B, the sound of waihin natuna ya tantan 'the woman's daughter crying' is the 
stimulus that the flying fox heard.

B) Word Ya atahi na waihin natuna ya tantan.
Gloss 3SG- heard and woman child-3SG.POSS 3SG- crying
Free: It [the flying fox] heard the woman's daughter crying.
(We know the child is a daughter from previous context.)
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.11.

And in Example C, the stimulus that the man thinks of is natuna waihin 'his daughter.'

C) Word Taumoho natuna waihin ya nuwatuhui.
Gloss man child-3SG.POSS woman 3SG- thought-of
Free: 'The man thought of his daughter.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

6.4.5.  Possessor
A possessor is someone who has something. E.g. ‘Joseph has a coat’.

Example 6.4.5.1:  Possessor
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Isaac possesses tamana 'his father' in Example A below.

A) Word Isako ya libalau tamana lisina, “Tamagu?”
Gloss Isaac 3SG- said.go father-3SG.POSS to-OM.3SG father-1SG.POSS
Free: 'Isaac said to his father, “Father?”'
Genesis 22:7, Buhutu Scripture draft.

6.4.6.  Location
A location is where an action or event takes place. E.g. ‘Eli slept in his bed’, ‘She found the 
coin under the table’.
Example 6.4.6.1:  Location

In Example A below, hiko ganahewana- 'the bilum's inside' is a location.

A) Word Hiko ganahewanayai mate mula luguna.
Gloss bilum inside-3SG.POSS-LOC TOP flower leaf-3SG.POSS
Free: 'The flower's leaf is inside the bilum.'
Lugulugu yo Hiko, 1.

In Example B, edi dobidobi 'their courtyard' is a location.

B) Word Oyagi kaiyaha mate ya obi'obiyo edi dobidobi yai.
Gloss tree kaiyaha TOP 3SG- standing 3PL.POSS courtyard LOC
Free: '[A] kaiyaha tree was standing in their courtyard.'
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.4.

6.4.7.  Source / Destination
A source is where something moves from, a destination is where something moves to. E.g. 
‘Abraham travelled from Ur (source) to Haran (destination)’.
Example 6.4.7.1:  Source 

In Example A, ena abapaisowa 'his workplace' is where the spouse travelled from, and so it is
a source.

A) Word In hola gabu yai na lahuna ena abapaisowa yai ya fuyoma.
Gloss 3SG still garden LOC and spouse-3SG.POSS 3SG.POSS workplace LOC 3SG- returned
Free: She was still in [the] garden and her spouse returned from his workplace.
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.26.
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In Example B, gabu 'garden' is the source because it is where the woman returned from.

B) Word Maihalana yai waihin ya fuyoma gabu yai.
Gloss that-time LOC woman 3SG- returned garden LOC
Free: At that time, the woman returned from the garden.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.31.

Example 6.4.7.2:  Destination 

In Example A, agu an'an ou'ouli 'my plentiful food' is the destination of the flying fox.

A) Word Em abalaoma yai agu an'an ou'ouli.
Gloss 2SG.POSS destination LOC 1SG.POSS food many
Free: Your destination is my plentiful food.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 1.7

In Example B, gabu 'garden' is the destination, or the place the flying fox was travelling to.
B) Word Yofede malibon ya lau gabu.

Gloss and.so flying.fox 3SG- go garden
Free: And so [the] flying fox went to [the] garden.
Malibon Pilipilidaina, 2.13.

6.4.8.  Instrument
An instrument is used by someone to make something happen. E.g. ‘Jael killed Sisera with a 
tent peg’ ‘Saul attacked David with a spear’.
Example 6.4.8.1:  Instrument

In Example A below, the flying fox uses mo'ana 'its mouth' and mabena 'its wings' as 
instruments for carrying things.
A) Word mahudo'ina malibon ya tupaidi mo'ana yai yo mabena

Gloss all.of.them flying fox 3SG- carried-
OM.3PL

mouth-3SG.POSS LOC and wings-3SG.POSS

Free: The flying-fox carried all of them with/by its mouth and its wings...
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.1
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6.4.9.  Accompaniment
An accompaniment is someone who does something with someone else. E.g. ‘Moses went to 
Pharaoh with his brother’.
Example 6.4.9.1:  Accompaniment

In Buhutu, accompaniment is often shown by the use of the prefix ma- 'with'.  We see it in 
both examples below ma'edi 'with them' and mawaham 'with your grandchild'.

A) Word Yofede ya miya ma'edi.
Gloss and.so 3SG- stay with-OM.3PL
Free: And so it stayed with them.
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.9.

B) Word Mawaham au miyamiya na E lau E angabugabu.
Gloss with-grandchild-2SG.POSS 2PL- stay and 1SG- go 1SG- burn.garden
Free: Stay here with your grandchild and I go burn the garden.
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.23.

6.4.10.  Recipient
A recipient receives something from someone else. E.g. ‘The angel gave food to Elijah’.
Example 6.4.10.1:  Recipient

The recipient in the example below is hidana 'his friend'.  He receives the bow and arrow that 
the man gave.

A) Word Taumoho te, ena kukupidu hidana ya felen.
Gloss man this 3SG.POSS bow.and.arrow friend-3SG.POSS 3SG- give-OM.3SG
Free: This man gave his friend his bow and arrow.
Dede Tautau, 15.

6.4.11.  Beneficiary
A beneficiary is someone who benefits from an action done by someone else. E.g. ‘Dorcas made
clothes for the children’.
Example 6.4.11.1:  Beneficiary
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So far, the examples of beneficiary in di-transitive clauses use the possessive pronoun to express 
the idea that something is done for the benefit of someone else.  For example, the idea that Pele 
wove a mat for Nikodimo is verbalized as 'Pele wove Nikodimo his mat.'  The word order varies,
but both examples use possession to show that the mat was 'for' Nikodimo.

In the Example A, the order of the words is Beneficiary—Patient—Agent—Verb.  In Example B, 
the order is Agent—Beneficiary—Patient—Verb.  The meaning appears to be the same for both 
word orders.  Example C follows the order Agent—Patient—Verb—Beneficiary, so it looks like 
there is some flexibility in word order in Ditransitive clauses with beneficiaries.

A) Word Nikodimo ena leiyafa Pele ya fatuli.
Gloss Nikodimo 3SG.POSS mat Pele 3SG wove
Free: Pele wove Nikodimo his mat.
P. Sadileutu, 22-10-15.

B) Word Pele Nikodimo ena leiyafa ya fatuli.
Gloss Pele Nikodimo 3SG.POSS mat 3SG- wove
Free: Pele wove Nikodimo his mat.
P. Sadileutu, 22-10-15.

 

C) Word Pele kalahe ya laubu'a nanatuna adi.
Gloss Pele food 3SG cook children-3SG.POSS their
Free: 'Pele cooked her children their food.'
P. Sadileutu, 23-10-15.

In the example below, the flying fox brings garden produce to the woman, at her request.  
Semantically this is a beneficiary situation, however, the idea is expressed by the flying fox 
bringing the food items to the woman's house and saying 'Here,' instead of explicitly saying 
that the flying fox brought them to her.

Also note that the -3PL suffix -di comes before the directional marker -ma in ledima 
'brought.them'.  (See also Section 5.5.1, Serial Verbs, for more examples).

A) Word ya ledima waihin ena luma yai ya taluwedi, na iyen, Ma!
Gloss 3SG- brought-OM.3PL woman 3SG-POSS house LOC 3SG- put-OM.3PL and 3SG-say here
Free:  it [the flying fox] brought them to the woman's house, put them [down], and said “Here!”
Malibon Pilipilidaina 2.1
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6.4.12.  Patient
A patient is someone or something an action happens to. E.g. ‘John ate a locust’.
Example 6.4.12.1:  Patient

In Example A, weso delena 'the snake's tail' is the patient because it is thing the action 
(abilau 'hold') happened to.  In Example B, digolele yo amo'amo 'locusts and honey' are the 
patients because they are what the action (an 'eat') happened to.

A) Word yofede ya abilau weso delena yai.
Gloss and.so 3SG- hold snake tail-3SG.POSS LOC
Free: And so he held onto the snake's tail.

Taumoho Hesa Ya Anloya, 1.14.

B) Word Diyon digolele yo amo'amo ya andi.
Gloss John locusts and honey 3SG- ate-OM.3PL
Free: John ate locusts and honey.

Paraphrase of 'Maleko Bukana 1:6', G. Bania

6.5.  Adverbs 

6.5.1.  Place

Some examples of  adverbs of place are below.  This is not a complete list.

Buhutu adverb English gloss

amainiya there

mate there

amaite'i in here

Example 6.5.1.1:  Place Words

Example A shows amainiya 'there' used in a sentence. 

A) Word E lau ena luma, inmoho in hige amainiya.
Gloss 1SG- go 3SG.POSS house but 3SG not there
Free: 'I went to his house, but he wasn't there.
DYL Course Book, p. 132.
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Example 6.5.1.2:  Phrases showing place

Gelehu yai 'to Gelehu' is a phrase showing place in Example A below.

A) Word Amainiya 'e lau Gelehu yai 'e eno.
Gloss there 1PL.EXCL go Gelehu LOC 1PL.EXCL slept
Free: From there we went to Gelehu and we slept there.
Ema Lau Ukarumpa Dedena, 1.4.

6.5.2.  Time

A) Word Bon sa laoma.
Gloss Yesterday 3PL- come
Free: 'They came yesterday.'
PS and GB, in class 10-2015.

A) Word Aho bebe ya tantan.
Gloss now baby 3SG crying
Free: 'The baby is crying now.'
PS and GB, in class 10-2015.

A few more examples of adverbs of time:

Ma'whala'whalalana 'e laoma lisim.
with-early.morning 1PL.EXCL came to-OM.2SG.

Bonbon haba sa lau sa fa'oyowa.
tomorrow will 3PL-go  3PL-hunt.

matabahim sa au'laha: just now they left

mamaitenayai: just now they left

6.5.3.  Manner

Example 6.5.3.1:  Manner words
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feufeula: 'quickly'
benaibenai: 'slowly'

A) Word Benaibenai ya laulau.
Gloss carefully 3SG- walks
Free: 'He walks slowly.'
DYL Course Book, p. 159.

B) Word Tabu au afuli yo au fulafula gaibu.
Gloss Don't 2PL- chew and 2PL- spit carelessly
Free: 'Don't chew and spit carelessly around. (nabaut, TP).'
GB, 27-10-15

The prefix ma- 'with' can be used to create adverbs showing manner.  Example A shows ma- 
attached to kwade 'happy' to mean 'with happiness' or 'joyfully'.  At this point in the discovery 
process, whether the suffixes on words with the ma- prefix are object markers or possessive 
suffixes has not been fully explored.  (See also Section 5.3.1, Continuous Aspect.)

C) Word Makwadena ya lau luma.
Gloss with-happiness-3SG.POSS 3SG- go house
Free: 'He or she went home happily.'
P.S. and G.B., 30-10-15.

D) Word Tu'a yai taumoho manuwana ya dalaewa.
Gloss mountain LOC man with-heart-3SG.POSS 3SG- drive
Free: 'The man drives carefully on the mountain.'
DYL Course Book, p. 159.

6.5.4.  Degree

Example 6.5.4.1:  Degree words

A) Word 'Wayowa ya la'ila'i wananaha.
Gloss dog 3SG- big very
Free: 'The dog is very big.'
DYL Course Book, p. 159.
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A) Word Ho'owa te ya gogoma wananaha.
Gloss water this 3SG- cold very

Free: 'This water is very cold.'
G.B., 29-10-15.

A) Word Tauna sa gigibwali wananaha.
Gloss body-3SG.POSS 3PL- hot very
Free: 'His body is very hot.'
G.B., 29-10-15

6.5.5.  Sentence Adverbs

A) Word Nuwana gwama haba ya laoma sikulu.
Gloss maybe boy will 3SG- come school
Free: 'Maybe the boy will come to school.'
DYL Course Book, p. 159.

A) Word Nuwana kofi i gigibwali.
Gloss maybe coffee 3SG- hot

Free: 'Maybe the coffee is hot.'
DYL Course Book, p. 159.

6.6.  Negative Clauses and Negation
Negative clauses are those which include a meaning like no or not in English.

6.6.1.  Examples
hige: 'not'
hige'e: 'no'
ibege: 'not'
i'i: 'no'
tabu: 'don't'
Example 6.6.1.1:  Words that say ‘no’

Hige 'not':

A) Word Egoba hige gonowamiu au lobahigu.
Gloss otherwise not unable-2PL 2PL- find-1SG
Free: 'Otherwise you couldn't have found me.'
Taumoho ya Anloya, 1.22.
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Ibege 'not':

A) Word Pa'ana E asiyebo na ibege ya laowa.
Gloss reason 1SG- sick so not 1SG- come
Free: 'I was sick so I didn't come.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

Tabu:

A) Word Tabu u mu'a.
Gloss Don't 2SG- smoke
Free: Don't smoke!
PS, 27-10-15.

English statement Buhutu translation English negation Buhutu translation

The dog is big. 'Wayoya la'ila'i. The dog is not big. 'Wayowa hige i la'i.
'Wayowa kiukiu. (to say
'the dog is small' is 
more natural than to 
say that it is not big.)

It is raining. Ya usausa. (It's been 
rainy.)
Ya usa. (It's raining, It 
rained.)

It is not raining. Hige i usa.

He came. Ya laoma. He did not come. Hige i laoma.

He will come. Haba ya laoma. He will not come. Ibege i laoma.

Come! U laoma! Don't come! Tabu u laoma!

He came. Ya laoma. He hasn't come yet. Hola hige i laoma.
Hige hola i laoma.

I see something. An'an somo E ita.
I saw something.
Ginauli hesa E ita.
I saw other thing.

I see nothing. Hige somo ya ita.

Do you know him? 
Yes!

Wa sibai? Ii! Do you know him? 
No!

Wa sibai? Hige'e!
Wa sibai? I'i!
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Table examples from DYL Course Book, p. 132.

Example 6.6.1.2:  Negative commands

See Section 7.2.1, Commands, for examples of negative commands.
Example 6.6.1.3:  Strong negatives

Section 7.2.1, Commands, has a couple examples showing strong negative commands.  We did 
not explore strong negative words during the DYL Course.

7.  SENTENCES

7.1.  Conjunctions

7.1.1.  Examples

Here is a list of some Buhutu conjunctions:

Buhutu conjunction English gloss

yo and (used for conjunction of nouns)

na and (used for conjunction of clauses)

ibe if

yena if

inmoho but

o, ye or

pa'ana because, reason

be and so

mate therefore (mate has various uses, this is one of
them).

hola while

ee until
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yofede and then

habahim and then

egoba otherwise

Example 7.1.1.1:  Conjunctions

Yo,   'and,' is used for joining items in lists or within clauses.  The word yo comes 
immediately before the last item, and if there are more than two items, we separate the list 
items with commas.

A) Word 'Wayowa yo salai E itadi.
Gloss dog and pig I see-OM.3PL
Free: 'I see a dog and pig.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

B) Word 'Wayowa, salai, kamkam yo weso E itadi.
Gloss dog pig chicken and snake I saw-OM.3PL
Free: 'I saw a dog, a pig, a chicken and a snake.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

The two examples above are using singular nouns.  In order to talk about plural nouns in a list, 
it is necessary to use a word like boludi 'many' to show that there are plural nouns in the list.  It 
would be incorrect to use the plural form of each noun in the list.

C) Word 'Wayowa, salai, kamkam, yo weso boludi E itadi.
Gloss dogs pigs chickens and snakes many 1SG- see-OM.3PL
Free: 'I see dogs, pigs, chickens and snakes.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.
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Na,   'and,' is used for joining clauses.

D) Word Lei ya uli'uli na Diyemsi ya laoma
Gloss Ray 3SG- writing and James 3SG- came
Free: 'Ray was writing and James came...'
Lei Diyemsi Ya Falako, 1.

Ye   'or':

E) Word Wa gado tihi ye kofi?
Gloss 2SG- like tea or coffee
Free: 'Would you like tea or coffee?'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

F) Word Tihi am ye kofi?
Gloss tea 2SG.POSS or coffee
Free: 'Tea for you or coffee?'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

Yena and ibe, '  if':

G) Word Yena ibe ya usa ibege ta lau.
Gloss if if 3SG- rain not 1PL- go
Free:  'If it rains we will not go.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

Note:  The example sentence above would sound natural with using only yena or only ibe as well
as with both yena and ibe, as written.
  
Inmoho   can be glossed as 'but.' 
Be   'and.so' or 'so' usually joins clauses.
The sentence below shows both be and inmoho.

H) Word Inmoho Diyemsi ya 'wasabu be ya lofokoko
Gloss But James 3SG- was.frightened and.so 3SG ran.away
Free: 'But James was frightened and so he ran away.'
Lei Diyemsi ya Falako, 3.
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Another example of inmoho:

I) Word E lau ena luma, inmoho in hige aminaya.
Gloss 1SG- go 3SG.POSS house but 3SG not there
Free: 'I went to his house, but he wasn't there.
DYL Course Book, p. 132

Pa'ana   is glossed 'because'.  It can also mean 'reason'. (Another meaning of pa'ana is that it is the 
stem or trunk of a tree, in Tok Pisin, 'as bilong en.') The example below shows how it is used in 
a sentence, and also gives another example of be.

J) Word Pa'ana E asiyebo be ibege ya laowa.
Gloss because 1SG ill and.so not 1SG come
Free: 'Because I'm ill, so I cannot come.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.

Mate, na: The example below shows mate used as a conjunction, meaning 'therefore' or 'so'.  
Mate can be used in several ways—as a conjunction like this is one of those ways.  Na 'and' is 
used to join two clauses.

K) Word Lei mananayabala mate ena sibali ya abi na Diyemsi ya falako bena ya lau sibali'i.
Gloss Ray angry so 3SG.POSS stick 3SG- got and James 3SG- chase in.order.that 3SG

-
go stick-3SG

Free: 'Ray was angry, so he got a stick and chased James that he might hit him with it.'
Lei Diyemsi Ya Faloko, 2.

Habahim   'then': 

L) Word Habahim wauli bagabagadi sa tomodi edi abata'ai.
Gloss Then sago bark-PL 3PL- cut-OM.3PL 3PL.POSS seats
Free: 'Then they cut pieces of sago bark for their seats.'
Sidohana Wauli Hatuhatuina, 1.3.

Hola   'while':

M) Word Hola ma'eno'enom mate Yau E paipaisowa.
Gloss while with-sleeping-2SG TOP 1SG 1SG- working
Free: 'While you were sleeping, I was working.'
DYL Course Book, p. 132.
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Egoba   'otherwise': 

N) Word Egoba hige gonowamiu au lobahigu.
Gloss otherwise not able-2PL 2PL find-1SG
Free: 'Otherwise you would not have been able to find me.'
Taumoho Hesa ya Anloya, 1.22.

7.2.  Commands (Imperative Sentences)

7.2.1.  Examples

Example 7.2.1.1:  Commands

Buhutu commands usually leave out the subject pronoun but retain the second person subject 
markers, singular or plural.  Below is a typical example:

A) Word U lau u sigu!
Gloss 2SG- go 2SG- wash
Free: Go wash!
DYL Course Book, p. 142.

Sometimes the way commands are phrased can change depending on the person to whom 
the command is being given and the speaker's relationship to them.  Below are some 
different ways commands can be phrased.

A parent to child:

B) Word Natugu, ibom u lau u sigu.
Gloss child-1SG.POSS 2SG- go 2SG- wash

Free:  My child, ? you go wash.
DYL Course Book, p. 142.

A man speaking to his elderly father:

C) Word Tamagu u lau u siwa/sigu be taum u fa'a'adi!
Gloss father-1SG.POSS 2SG- go 2SG- wash and.so body-2SG.POSS 2SG- clean
Free: 'My father, you go wash so your body will be clean!'
DYL Course Book, p. 142.
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D) Word Kaifouna u lau u sigu.
Gloss white.hair 2SG- go 2SG- wash
Free: Respected older one, you go wash.
DYL Course Book, p. 142.

E) Word Gabo u lau u sigu.
Gloss like/want 2SG- go 2SG- wash
Free: 'If you like, you go wash.'
DYL Course Book, p. 142.

Speaking to an in-law:

F) Word Botiyagu u lau u siwa/sigu.
Gloss in.law-1SG.POSS 2SG- go 2SG- wash
Free: 'My Inlaw, you go wash.'
PS and GB, 27-10-15.

G) Word Taula'i u lau u sigu/siwa.
Gloss respected.in.law 2SG- go 2SG- wash
Free: 'Respected Inlaw, you go wash.'
PS and GB, 27-10-15.

Passing advice from a doctor to a friend:

H) Word Doketa ya falibagu be E falibam bena wa lau bonum wa kaisudi.
Gloss doctor 2SG- told-OM.1SG and.so 1SG- tell.OM2SG must you go sores.2SG.POSS 2SG- wash-OM.3PL

Free: The doctor told me and so I'm telling you that you should wash your sores.
PS and GB, 27-10-15.

Other variations for passing advice:

Doketa iye u lau u fa'a'am!

Doketa ya liba bena wa lau wa fa'a'am…

Doketa ya liba bena wa lau wa kaisum.

Mose, hidana ya faliba be ya liba lau taumoho bonubonuna lisina be ya lau bonuna ya kaisudi.
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Commands using 'must':

I) Word Bena wa fatautau.
Gloss must 2SG- stop
Free: 'You must stop'.
'You should stop.'
P.S. & G.B., 27-10-15.

J) Word Bena wa laoma.
Gloss must 2SG come
Free: 'You must come.
'You should come.'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.

Negative commands:

Words that are commonly used in negative commands are tabu 'don't', ha'isa 'enough', and 
fatautau 'stop'.

K) Word Tabu u mu'a.
Gloss Don't 2SG- smoke
Free: Don't smoke!
PS, 27-10-15.

L) Word Ha'asi mu'a!
Gloss enough smoke
Free: 'Enough smoking!'
PS, 27-10-15.

M) Word Tabu au afuli yo au fulafula gaibu.
Gloss Don't 2PL- chew and 2PL- spit around.here
Free: 'Don't chew and spit around here (nabaut, TP).'
GB, 27-10-15

N) Word Afuli yo kaniso amaite'i mate laugagayo.
Gloss chewing and spitting in.here TOP against.the.law
Free: 'Chewing and spitting are against the law in here.'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.
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O) Word Tabu ti kalahe.
Gloss Don't 3PL- food
Free: 'They must not eat.'
GB, 27-10-15

Some stronger negative commands:
Below is a strong, emphatic command. You might say something like this if some people 
were fighting in the village and you were trying to stop them.

P) Word Tabu! Ha'asi, au fatautau!
Gloss don't enough 2PL- stop
Free: Dont! Enough, you guys stop it!
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.

The next example is an even stronger command.  You might say something like this if you 
saw a man beating his wife seriously, or if people's lives were in danger. After saying Am 
gwala or Ami gwala, the person usually says something like 'for the sake of your brother(s) 
or sister(s),' and the person will stop what they are doing, because this is a very strong 
reproof.

Q) Word Am gwala!
Gloss 2SG.POSS oath/vow
Free: 'Your vow!'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.

 or 
R) Word Ami gwala!

Gloss 2PL.POSS oath/vow

Free: 'Your vow!'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.

A more gentle way to phrase a command.  

Using Aee makes the command more gentle and is actually like a request:

S) Word Aee, u laoma.
Gloss please 2SG- come

Free: 'Please come.'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.
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T) Word Aee, u fatautau.
Gloss please 2SG- stop
Free: 'Please stop.'
P.S. and G.B., 27-10-15.

Polite ways to address in-laws and elders:

taula'i: polite form of address to a man in-law

tautaula'i: polite form of address for an older man

tinala'i: polite address for a female in-law

botiya: in-law 

botiya-gu: polite form of address from a man to a male in-law

lawa-gu: polite form of address from a woman to woman in-law

kaifouna: polite/respectful way to address an elder; literally 'white hair'

ba'isa: elder, respectful address form

8.  QUESTIONS

8.1.  Questions (Interrogative Sentences)

8.1.1.  Yes-No Questions
Example 8.1.1.1:  

A) Word Mwaedo wa an'anni'i?
Gloss eel 2SG- eating-OM.3SG
Free: 'Are you eating eel?'
PS, 10-2015.

B) Word Ha'a ami kalahe?
Gloss already 2PL.POSS food
Free: “Did you already eat?”
or
“Did you have your food?”
PS or GB, 10-2015.
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C) Word Itete egu nigo?
Gloss this.one 1SG.POSS knife
Free: 'Is this my knife?'
PS and GB, 10-2015.

8.1.2.  WH Questions
When we want to find out more than just ‘yes’ or ‘no’, in English we ask questions using 
question words such as Who? What? Which? How many? When? Where? How? Why? (People 
sometimes call these WH questions because most of these English question words start with wh.)

Example 8.1.2.1:  

Sai 'who?':

A) Word Sai ya laoma?
Gloss Who 3SG- come?
Free: Who came?
DYL Course Book, p. 152.

B) Word Sai ya wanawana?
Gloss who 3SG- singing

Free: 'Who is singing?'
DYL Course Book, p. 152.

Atasi 'when?':

C) Word Atasina wa laoma?
Gloss When 2SG- come
Free: When did you come?
DYL Course Book, p. 152

D) Word Atasi haba ami lau?
Gloss When will 2PL go
Free: 'When will you people go?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Pa'ana somo 'why (for what reason)':

E) Word Pa'ana somo be wa tan?
Gloss reason what so 2SG- cry
Free: 'For what reason did you cry?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.
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(Pa'ana = stem of a tree, Tok Pisin, as bilong en.)

Sidohana be 'why':

F) Word Sidohana be wa tan?
Gloss why so 2SG- cry
Free: 'Why did you cry?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

G) Word Sidohana be ya beu?
Gloss why so 3SG- fall

Free: 'Why did he fall?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Som 'what':

H) Word Som wa abi'abi'i?
Gloss what 2SG- doing
Free: 'What are you doing?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Tausomo 'which':

I) Word Tausomo haba e abi?
Gloss which will 1SG- get
Free: 'Which one will I get?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Siya 'where,' destination:

J) Word Siya sa fuyo?
Gloss where 3PL- go
Free: 'Where did they go?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Somo yai 'where,' source/origin:

K) Word Somo yai wa laoma?
Gloss where LOC 2SG- come
Free: 'Where did you come from?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.
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Sidohana 'how':

L) Word Sidohana ena beu'beu?
Gloss how 3SG.POSS falling
Flex: 'How did he fall?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

Fisa 'how many':

M) Word Ou'oulidi fisa sa pe'i?
Gloss all.of-3PL how.many 3PL- die
Free: 'How many of them died?'
DYL Course Book, p. 153.

9.  Reason, Result, Purpose

9.1.  Reason and Result
Here are some sentences that show a reason and a result in our language. 

Example 9.1.1: Reason and Result

                         reason                                                            result
A) Word Pa'ana Yaubada ya saguhigu, be E kwade.

Gloss Reason God 3SG- helped-OM.1SG and.so 1SG happy

Free: Because God helped me, I am happy.
DYL Course Notes, p. 165.

                    result                                     reason
B) Word Nuwagu ya am'na pa'a Yaubada ya saguhigu.

Gloss 1SG- reason God 3SG- helped-1SG.

Free: 'I am happy because God helped me.'
DYL Course Notes.

                reason                                 result
C) Word Pa'ana ya talaigu be E talai.

Gloss reason 3SG- hit-1SG so 1SG- hit-OM.3SG

Free: 'Because he hit me, I hit him.'
DYL Course Notes.
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              result                                    reason
D) Word E talai pa'ana ya talaigu.

Gloss 1SG- hit-OM.3SG because 3SG- hit-OM.1SG
Free: I hit him because he hit me.
DYL Course Notes.

              reason                          result
E) Word Ya talaigu be E talai.

Gloss 3SG- hit-OM.1SG so 1SG- hit-OM.3SG
Free: He hit me so I hit him.
DYL Course Notes.

Reason/Result Rule:  We need to study more natural Buhutu language to find out which order is 
more natural.

9.2.  Purpose and Result

Here are some sentences that show a purpose and a result in our language. 

Example 9.2.1: Purpose and Result

                    purpose                                                             result
A) Word Pa'ana kalahe bena E une'une logena E lau taon.

Gloss reason food must 1SG- buy that's.why 1SG- go town
Free: 'Because I wanted to buy food, I went to town.'
DYL Course Notes.

              result                                         purpose
B) Word E lau taon pa'ana bena kalahe E une'une.

Gloss 1SG- go town reason must food 1SG- buy
Free: 'I went to town because I wanted to buy food.'
DYL Course Notes, p. 165.

                             purpose                                                  result
C) Word Luma ya ginauli logena oyagi ya an'oi.

Gloss house 3SG- build that's.why tree 3SG- cut
Free: 'He is building a house, that's why he cut down a tree.'
DYL Course Notes, p. 165.
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              result                                 purpose
D) Word Oyagi ya an'oi bena luma ya ginauli.

Gloss tree 3SG- cut to house 3SG- build
Free: 'He cut a tree  [because] he wanted to build a house.'
DYL Course Notes, p. 165.

Purpose/Result Rule:  We need to study more natural Buhutu language to find out which order is 
more natural.
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10.  Appendix

Sample Texts from FLEX

Lei Diyemsi ya Falako

Lei ya uli'uli na Diyemsi ya laoma be ho'owa ya fagoi hidana Lei kuluna yai be ya 'wau.
Lei mananayabala mate ena sibali ya abi na Diyemsi ya falako bena ya lau sibali'i.
Inmoho Diyemsi ya 'wasabu be ya lofokoko ya gela ya lau.
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Malibon Pilipilidaina—The Legend of the Flying Fox

'Waihin hesa malahuna sa miyamiya edi nu'u yai. Fuya hesa taumoho ya lau nu'u hesa yai ya 
paisowa. Muliyai lahuna ya fanatu be natuna waihin. Oyagi kaiyaha mate ya obi'obiyo edi 
dobidobi yai. Kaiyahana mate ya fuwa. I'ipa ou'ouli malibon haba ya laoma kaiyahana ana 
halulu, be uluna nanaudi ya anidi. Waihin ya ata'atahi na malibon ya lofolofo, haba ya libalau 
lisina iyen, "Em abalaoma yai agu an'an ou'ouli. Agu gaugadi, hama, iwai yo an'an hudo'i 
hudo'i." Malibon ya kalakalahe na ya ata'atahi. I'ipa hesa malibon ya fuyoma be kaiyaha ya ani'i 
bodai. Ya atahi na waihin natuna ya tantan.
Bobon'na ya toubuluhi, waihin ginauli ya libaedi, mahudo'ina malibon ya tupaidi mo'ana yai yo 
mabena yai ya fakautidi na ya ledima waihin ena luma yai ya taluwedi, na iyen, " Ma! An'an wa 
an'an'adeliyedi E ledima." Waihin iyen, " Yauwedo! Haba E abim wa famala tinagu. Ibege u lau. 
Te miya. Tinagu ha'a ya pe'i na lahugu ya lau ya paisowa nu'u hesa yai. Manatugu ibomai 'e 
miyamiya." Yofede ya miya ma'edi. An'an Malibon ya ledima wa hanahanau haba sa ofi, yofede 
waihin iyen, " Abai, mawaham au miyamiya na E lau gabu kalahe E yo'o." Malibon iyen," 
Natugu tabu u mode! Haba E lau, manatum au miya." 
Yofede malibon ya lau gabu. Ya mahano gabu yai, ya fatubu imo ya falolo. Esega ya la'ai, 
mahudo'ina ya la'ai. Esega ya hinosi, mahudo'ina ya hinosi. Na esega ya fwalahi, mahudo'ina ya 
fwalahi hinaga. Habahim li'edi ya uma hinaga. Esega ya umahi mate mahudo'ina ya umahi. 
Laulauna ese'esegana ya ginauli an'oi yai. Oyagi esega ya oi mate mahudo'ina ya guli. Paisowadi
ya ginauli fa'ofidi, kalahe ya bahe na ya fuyo luma. Bobon'na waihin iyen," Mawaham au 
miyamiya, na E lau E angabugabu." Yofede waihin ya lau na malibon ya itawata. Ya mahano 
gabu yai mate somo bon malibon ya ginaulidi ya itadi be ya no'o. 
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In hola gabu yai na lahuna ena abapaisowa yai ya fuyoma.Taumoho ya ita'italau mate malibon 
mabena yai tine'eu ya fakou. Yofede ya manabala be ana nigo ya husu ee ahena olodi ya ibodi. 
Habahim ya lau tine'eu ya laba be ya faeno tefa hesa yai. Na ya abilau malibon mabena yai na 
gadona ya ibo. Maihalana yai waihin ya fuyoma gabu yai. Ya itaitalau mate malibon gadona 
bu'ubu'una ya ota'ota, yofede ya tan, na iyen, " Sidohana be laulau te wa ginauli tinagu lisina 
yai? Hige u bagiyegu haba somo ya falibam." Waihin ya lau natuna ya laba, habahim ya lau 
mahina wanabelo ya finahei, yofede ya falen hamahewa.
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Taumoho Hesa ya Anloya—A Man Went Hunting

 Lahai esega taumoho hesa nuwatuhu ya abi be ya lau ya anloya. Ena 'wayowa faihona ya 
heheidi, ena kebolo ya bahei yo ena nigo ya abi, na ya aulaha. Ya laulau na ena 'wayowa sibin 
nohinayai panena sa atahi be sa talatalabwau. Yofede ya lau lebedi. 
Ya mahano amainisya mate sibin nohi yai ya kalamahano be ya gela. 'Wayowa sa we'awatan sa 
lau na mulidiyai ya lau. Gali hesa nuwanuwana yai mate hige i siba. Nuwasupuyai ya lau mate 
amainiya ya dobi. Galina ganahewana mate ya kamumu. Eda'eda ya yo'o bena sidohana haba ya
finahe be ya hasai hewa mate hige gonowana. Yofede amainiya ya miyamiya e ya maihona. Ya 
ata'atahi na ginauli hesa daguguna ya laoma e ahena ya welafi'i, yofede ya siba mate weso. 
Habahim nuwatuhu ya laoma mate haba weso ai delena ya kauti, na yena weso ya finahe haba 
ya hasaen hewa. Ya bagibagi ye hanahanau haba weso delena taumoho ahena ya pololosi, 
yofede ya abilau weso delena yai. Weso ya finahe be ya lafudeba mate taumoho weso ya 
biya'afulen be ya lau. Ya kamumu be hige gonowana i lau luma, be amainiya ya eno yalauwe ya
lahai. Ena 'wayowa moho sa fuyo luma, na in hige'e, be haidana bena sa yo'oi. Hola hige ti 
au'aulaha na ya mahano. Sa fati'oi tiyen, "Hidamai somo wa abi? Ai 'e bagiasahaim be ite bena 'e
yo'oim." Alinadi ya bui iyebom,"Dedena ya loholoho! Egoba hige gonowamiu  au lobahigu. 
Yaubada ena nuwatohatoha yai aho'ite ami ita fuyoigu maloholohogu.' 
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